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Foreword

As we do our job of educating and supporting young people in their
professional development, we may think there is little need to discuss
our social responsibility. The tremendous social and economic
impact of our 6,500 colleagues and professors is, after all, what
drives us every single day.
However, the very nature of a group like Galileo Global
Education requires of us to continuously advance
towards our social mission and lead by example in the
way we do business.

Marc-François Mignot Mahon
President and CEO
Galileo Global Education

As a privately held company offering essential
services to society, Galileo Global Education strives to
provide the very best experience to students. All our
programmes are accredited and recognised by relevant
public authorities in each of the countries where we
operate. We also have a responsibility to teach and
inspire the highest ethical and professional standards in
our students; the very standards we uphold as part of
our corporate governance.
Equality is, as such, a non-negotiable core value of
our group. Inclusion and zero tolerance to all forms of
discrimination are at the heart of how we operate and
reflect the fundamental values of education of freedom
and enlightenment. These values are reflected in our
students’ international experience as well as in the way
we conduct recruitment, engage with stakeholders and
partners, and run the business.
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Our primary objective, at every school forming part of
Galileo Global Education globally, is the professional
development and realisation of students. This mission
has pushed us to build strong partnerships with private
sector organisations and to continue to raise our
students’ awareness of the greatest socio-economic and
environmental challenges.
We also recognise the impact we are having as a
company. We act responsibly when harnessing the
growing potential of digital technologies and respect
the environment in the way we run our campuses and
offices - striving towards sustainability and prosperity.
Exemplarity, commitment and impact shape every
aspect of Galileo Global Education and of its educational
mission. Upholding these principles requires prudence
as well as continuous improvement, as this report seeks
to convey.
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About Galileo Global Education

WHO WE ARE
Our mission is to be the
world education leader in
innovation, creativity, arts and
culture – some of the most
promising education segments
in both short and long term,
all over the world.

Galileo Global Education (‘Galileo’) was founded in
2011 following the acquisition of Istituto Marangoni, a
pioneering Italian school in fashion, design and the arts.
The newly formed higher education group was named
after Galileo Galilei, the 16th Century Italian philosopher
and mathematician. Inspired by the remarkable vision
and accomplishments of this exceptional explorer,
we strive to instil in every student the dedication to
originality, perseverance, innovation and selflessness that
is required to move the world toward a greater goal.
Over the last decade, through well managed acquisitions
and targeted enhancements, Galileo has rapidly grown
into a leading, international provider of higher education
in the fields of the arts and design, fashion, digital and
media, management, medicine, and law. Today, the group
runs a network of over 40 schools across 85 campuses
in 13 countries around the world.
We take pride in the quality of education our schools
provide to over 100,000 students each year. Our
network includes internationally renowned academic
institutions such as the Paris School of Business, Cours
Florent, Penninghen and Atelier de Sèvres in France,
Istituto Marangoni and Nuova Accademia Di Belle Arti
(NABA) in Italy, and Macromedia University in Germany;
to name a few. Our leading European position was
further enhanced recently by welcoming the European
University of Cyprus to our network – which expanded
our offering into the fields of medicine and law – and the
Noroff school of technology and digital media in Norway.
As a truly international educational group, we are
also present in Mexico through Instituto de Estudios
Universitarios, and Senegal through ISM Group, and
some of our European schools have recently opened
campuses in China, India, Singapore and the USA.
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A DECADE OF WELL-MANAGED GROWTH
AND VALUE-ADD ENHANCEMENTS
Timeline only includes acquisitions
1
Acquired remaining 50%

Founded in 2011 via acquisition
of Istituto Marangoni

2011
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2013

2014

2015
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Founded in 2008 as
French higher education platform

2008

2009

2010

2011
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GALILEO TODAY

Ambitious
growth plan and proven track record -

Over 100,000

student enrolments
per year

26 acquisitions made since inception

Over 40 schools
with 85 campuses
in 13 countries

40,000+

educational videos created

More than 6,500
colleagues and full time faculty
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34%

online
enrolments

15,000

international students
(~15%) in FY 2019/20

Enrolment breakdown per subject

● Management

34%

● Arts & Design

30%

● Fashion

16%

● Digital & Media

12%

● Medical/Science & Humanities

9%
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EUROPEAN LEADER
WITH GLOBAL AMBITION
Galileo’s platform includes over 40 schools
with 85 campuses in 13 countries; and
provides education to more than 100,000
students annually.

NORWAY
2.2k students
Subjects:
IT, Media, Digital, Design

GERMANY
7.5k students

FRANCE

Subjects:
Media & communications, Management,
Engineering, Health and Psychology

58.5k students
Subjects:
Management, Marketing,
Fine arts, Design, Fashion,
Drama, and Digital

ITALY
8.4k students
Subjects:
Fashion, Design

SENEGAL
MEXICO

5.3k students

18.2k students

Subjects:
Management, Engineers,
Law, Digital

Subjects:
Science, Humanities

CYPRUS
6.5k students
Subjects:
Science, Humanities,
Health, Medicine

Country of origin of one or more Galileo school
Country with only a branch of Galileo schools
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Alain Carrier
Senior Managing Director
and Head of International
CPP Investments

Alexandre Benais
CEO
Téthys Invest
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Galileo has developed a unique global platform in the higher
education sector, providing high-quality and innovative courses and
qualifications for students around the world. Focused on dynamic
Management and Arts and Creation segments, Galileo has always
been committed to delivering excellent employability for its students,
constantly adapting its courses and technology to rapidly evolving
demands of today’s society and therefore being a key player to
create the conditions for success of future talents. As long term
oriented shareholders, we are delighted to support Galileo in the
next phase of development.
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OUR INTEGRATED HIGHER
EDUCATION PLATFORM
Galileo was established with the strong conviction that there is
a real opportunity in building an unrivalled network of higher
education schools in creative arts and management; fields
that are characterised by steady growth in demand and are
underserved by the public sector.
Our unique approach is founded in successfully running
an integrated higher education platform that achieves
commercial and operational excellence whilst allowing
school directors the freedom to express their institutions’
individual DNA and entrepreneurial spirit. The Galileo
platform is run by a highly experienced management
team that provides our schools with the incentives,
support, structure, data, resources, and expertise they
need to operate at their best.
Leveraging our core capabilities and data driven insight,
we spot trends earlier, move faster, and increase the
chances of success in opening new programmes, schools,
and campuses. For example, in France, in anticipation of
new market trends and learners’ needs, we introduced
an animation course at the renowned art school Atelier
de Sèvres and a Bachelor’s degree at Paris School of
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Business; as well as established the Institut Culinaire de
France. Since 2016, we have opened 12 campuses –
expanding the footprint of our schools domestically
and internationally.
In addition to accelerating schools’ growth, the platform
also drives continuous improvements. We provide the
necessary tools and expertise and encourage our schools
to share operational best practices, helping to improve
financial discipline and maintain a top-line focus, nurture
human capital development and resources efficiency, and
enhance the experience of our students.
Our role is therefore that of an enabler. Our approach
offers the essential framework, investment and support
for schools to succeed over the long term while allowing
individual schools the autonomy to deliver education in

a way that is designed to achieve the best experience
and results for students. Our students benefit from
an individualised learning experience encompassing
top-notch curricula and learning tools and exposure
to a high calibre network of industry leaders and
partners. Our faculties and colleagues have access to
unparalleled opportunities for professional enhancement
and development across our platform. We take pride
in our vast alumni network of accomplished managers,
designers, digital experts and medical professionals who
reflect the diverse educational experience we provide
by combining global mindset with local relevance
throughout their careers.
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ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL
AND GOVERNANCE MATTERS
The successful execution of our strategy and platform model is
underpinned by our commitment to embedding responsible and
sustainable business practices across our operations and those
of our schools.
ESG COMMON AREAS:
Our primary focus must always be on strengthening
governance, to provide a foundation of sound and
effective oversight and management that allows schools
to deliver the unique and quality education they do
whilst simultaneously working towards environmental
and social goals. We fully understand and do our best to
support the dual role of each of our schools as educators
and corporate citizens - preparing for the future while
delivering on our responsibilities to the environment and
society today. Each school determines the most relevant
environmental, social and governance (ESG) topics to
focus on and integrate into strategic plans and initiatives
based on their own circumstances, educational priorities
and foresight, and the expectations of key stakeholders.
In this report, we describe our practices and showcase
select initiatives and projects around four common areas.
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Exercising effective governance
Enhancing our students’ experience
Fostering wellbeing and inclusion
Running sustainable campuses and offices
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governance

Exercising Effective Governance

ENSURING ACCOUNTABILITY AND
EFFECTIVE DECISION-MAKING
The success of our platform model requires robust governance
practices that set out clear lines of accountability and facilitate
effective decision-making and controls.
The highest governing body of Galileo is its twotier Board, whose members are appointed by our
shareholders. The Board meets at least quarterly and
provides strategic oversight, guidance and challenge to
the Executive Committee.
The group Executive Committee has responsibility for
the implementation of the company strategy and day-today management. It comprises the group management
team and representatives from the management of
each of our regional operating units. This diverse
representation on the Executive Committee enables the
effective provision of leadership, guidance and support
to our schools with focus on commercial and operational
excellence through the sharing and standardisation of
best practice.
It is our fundamental belief that to continue to deliver
exceptional education, school directors should retain
the autonomy and entrepreneurial mindset as well as
day-to-day management accountability, including on
environmental, social and governance matters. To that
ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE REPORT 2019-2020

effect, each school has its own governance arrangements
to ensure academic rigour and independence and that
its’ students’ interests are appropriately represented.
Diversity
We firmly believe in the value of diversity and seek
to ensure a diverse composition at all levels of our
management in all aspects, including but not limited to
skillset, experience, gender and ethnicity. We believe
that such diversity strengthens our strategy and deepens
the insight we apply to the ongoing development of the
Galileo platform.
Improving gender diversity among our executive
leadership team has been a specific focus. In the past
year three out of four new executive hires were of
female candidates - raising female representation on the
Executive Committee to 25%. Across the wider group,
21% of management roles are held by female colleagues,
a number which we aim to increase through considered
succession planning for leadership positions.

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

Shareholders

Two-tier Board

Group Executive
Committee

Regional Management
teams

Schools’
Governing Bodies

Schools’ Management
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UPHOLDING THE HIGHEST STANDARDS
OF BUSINESS ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
We take extremely seriously our responsibilities as an educator
and as a corporate citizen.
Galileo is committed to the very highest
standards of ethics, integrity, and
transparency across our operations
and in all interactions with our
stakeholders: students, colleagues,
educators, regulators, public authorities,
collaborators and business partners.
While each of our regional operating
units implements its own code of conduct
and relevant policies and procedures
that are reflective of applicable laws and
regulations, operational circumstance, and
local cultural and social norms, there are
a set of common principles that we share
and instil across the entire platform:
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01
03
05

We have zero tolerance for all forms of
bribery and corruption and have strict
procedures to ensure avoidance of conflicts
of interest and financial fraud.

We remain vigilant to protect the rights and
freedoms of all individuals involved in our
operations and supply chains, including strict
procedures to ensure no child or forced
labour practices.

We act in accordance with all applicable laws
and regulations in the jurisdictions in which
we operate.

02
04
06

We apply commercially reasonable means
and precautions to protect the personal data
entrusted to us, in accordance with the EU
GDPR directive and best industry practice.

We are a responsible taxpayer that is
committed to pay the taxes that are due
and engage openly with tax authorities,
while avoiding aggressive tax planning and
preventing the facilitation of tax evasion.

We treat everyone with dignity, fairness
and respect, providing safe and inclusive
environments (in-person and virtually) to
work, study and collaborate - free from
harassment and discrimination of any kind,
including on the basis of distinct personal
characteristics such as gender, culture, sex,
ethnicity, religion or sexual orientation.
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students’ experience

Enhancing our students’ experience

Our primary objective is to deliver an outstanding learning experience which enables our
students to succeed in their careers, right from graduation and throughout their future lives.
This means supporting students, at
whatever stage of their career journey, to
develop the necessary skills, knowledge
and competencies to thrive in a
fast-changing world.

THE GALILEO STUDENT EXPERIENCE

Recognised quality of education

Our multidisciplinary, personalised
learning approach empowers students
to combine creative, technical and
management skills to become agile and
innovative. Our focus is on offering
relevant career-orientated content which
keeps pace with changing market needs,
as well as cultivating the soft and digital
skills which are increasingly important in
the approaching age of automation and
artificial intelligence (AI). Alongside critical
social and interpersonal skills, we seek to
instil in all our students our core values of
originality, perseverance, innovation and
selflessness to move the world toward a
greater goal.

Holistic view
and purpose

Wealth of
teaching expertise

In partnership
with industry

Embracing digital
technology

International exposure
Average student employability1 of 85%
1
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Measured as the percentage of students that find a job within a year from graduation.
Excludes schools in Mexico, Senegal and Norway as comparable data is not yet collected
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RECOGNISED QUALITY
OF EDUCATION
Galileo takes pride in the quality of education that schools
provide and encourages and supports schools to achieve
relevant and well-acclaimed accreditations.
We are proud to have the highest number of state
accreditations held by a private for-profit higher
education group in Europe.

The Galileo platform consists of more than
40 highly-accredited schools across 13 countries.

THESE DESIGNATIONS:

For example, in 2019 Macromedia University achieved the Systemakkreditierung,
the highest quality seal for Higher Education Institutions in Germany. This assessment
encompasses the quality of the study programmes as well as the internal control and
quality assurance systems. It accelerates the university’s accreditation processes, as
recently demonstrated with the Digital Technologies & Coding bachelor’s degree.

Ensure the quality, rigour and relevance of our study
programmes and help distinguish our schools
Demonstrate credibility to employers and help our
schools build partnerships with prestigious brands
Enable schools to bring relevant programmes to market
faster taking full advantage of the Galileo platform

The Paris Business School is a member of the Conférence des Grandes Ecoles and is
among only 30 schools in France to have the top tier “Grade de Master” accreditation.
In February 2020 it also achieved AACSB accreditation from the US based Association
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business in recognition of the excellence of its
management training.
Istituto Marangoni has partnered with the Manchester Metropolitan University in
the UK to offer accredited postgraduate degrees at its London and Paris Schools of
Fashion, including two new MA degrees in Fashion Promotion, Communication &
Media and in Contemporary Fashion Buying.
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WEALTH OF
TEACHING EXPERTISE
The excellence of our faculty is fundamental to delivering a
superior student experience. Our faculty comprises highly
experienced, committed professionals who bring deep subject
matter expertise grounded in industry practice.
Our network includes more than 10,000 full time and
part time professors as well as ’professionals-turnedteachers’ from relevant industries. This wealth of
expertise allows us to offer a wide array of subjects and
specialisms, enabling a personalised learning experience
that aligns with students’ individual career ambitions.
The Galileo platform offers our professors access
to a wide range of opportunities for professional
enhancement and development, from access to
innovative teaching methodologies, tools and course
content to sharing operational best practice digitally or
as part of our faculty exchange programmes.
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The forces shaping our future

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
The world is becoming increasingly digitised and
hyperconnected. More than 4.5 billion people, or
nearly 60% of the global population, now have access
to the internet. As internet users increased more than
2.5 times over the last decade alone, there has also
been an unprecedented pace of innovation in digital
technologies. Advancements in artificial intelligence
(AI), machine learning, computer vision, the Internetof-Things, augmented and virtual realities, blockchain,
automation and robotics, are redefining almost every
aspect of life - how we work, interact with each other,
stay active and even sleep.
Such technologies can also bring significant benefits
to higher education - making learning more adaptive

2

to individual needs and preferences, more engaging
through immersive realities and interactive collaborating
tools; and more inclusive - breaking access barriers to
underserved groups of the population. Latest OECD
data shows that 55% of 25-34 year-olds had not
attained tertiary education.
The use of digital technologies is associated with
the generation and accumulation of an exponentially
growing volume of data - by some estimates2 expected
to reach 175 zettabytes per annum by 2025. While
this rapidly growing global memory drive can further
accelerate innovation; there are substantial ethical
concerns about the ownership and usage of data and
protecting every individual’s right to privacy.

84% of our students
agree that digital
learning technology can
improve their education

The “Data age 2025 - the digitization of the world” report can be access at
https://www.seagate.com/gb/en/our-story/data-age-2025/
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EMBRACING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Rapid advancement of technological development is
transforming expectations of what students should learn and
how. It is a key area of focus and differentiation across the
Galileo platform and we are making substantial investments
in technology and digital tools to enable schools to provide a
better, personalised experience for students.
Building e-learning capabilities enables us to deliver
innovative online courses, both as part of a blended
programme which combines online and on-campus
learning and as online-only courses which cater to the
increasing demand for continuous learning. These online
classes offer working adults the flexibility to improve
their skills at their own pace, and when and where it is
convenient for them.
Targeted acquisitions in 2018 and 2019 including
Studi, the third largest online training provider in
France, Elephorm (France), Noroff (Norway) and the
Private University of Applied Sciences (Germany) have
enhanced the group’s in-house capabilities to produce
high quality digital content on subjects such as finance,
human resources, marketing, management, psychology,
languages and aesthetics. Other schools can thus
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integrate relevant content from an extensive shared
content database and global network of experienced
part time professors.
Schools within the Galileo platform are actively
transitioning towards blended learning. For example,
Macromedia University will be implementing a
sophisticated blended learning approach to all its
programmes from winter 2020.

A SNAPSHOT OF
OUR DIGITAL PROFILE

NEARLY

34,000

students enrolled online in
2019/20 (~34% of total)

CREATED OVER

40,000

education videos and 37,000 hours
of online content (enough to stream
continuously for over 4 years)

56

courses entirely
accessible online
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Our enhanced digital capabilities were instrumental
in ensuring that we can continue to deliver
uncompromised high-quality education amidst the
Covid-19 pandemic, and often resulted in higher
attendance rates. In a matter of weeks, we were able to
transition the majority of our in-person courses online,
using video conferencing and collaboration tools such as
Zoom and Blackboard Collaborate with excellent results.
By April 2020, 75,000 of our students throughout the
world were studying online alongside more than 25,000
students already enrolled in our online-only courses.
Technology rolled out as part of the Galileo digital
strategy is also improving the learning experience,
making it more engaging, adaptive, and personalised.
Learning management systems such as Blackboard
and Moodle facilitate interactions between students
and teachers and provide access to tools and course
materials based on students’ individual needs. With the
‘flipped classroom’ model, classroom teaching time is
dedicated to the practical application of key concepts,
which students study prior to class. Online activities,
before and after class, are used to check understanding
and enhance learning.

INNOVATIONS BEING ROLLED OUT
ACROSS THE GROUP INCLUDE:
A student information system which provides
a seamless enrolment journey, access to billing,
timetables and campus services
A student app Appescho which facilitates user-friendly
access to schedules, grades and school activities
A platform to manage internships, job placements
and alumni networks in order to enhance students’
employability and help find career opportunities via
partnerships with recruitment agencies

Our digital platform
enabled more than
100,000 students to
safely continue their
education online during
the Covid-19 lockdown

This suite of student-centric software programmes
was developed in direct response to our unrivalled
market insight and student feedback and is designed to
empower them to make the most of their studies.

Our digitisation strategy extends beyond the curriculum
to help students better integrate all aspects of their
studies into their life, from admission, to billing,
schedules and securing internships.
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INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSURE
Our group has a broad geographic footprint and offers
access to a truly global educational experience.
Our network of over 40 schools spans 85 campuses
in 13 countries and attracts c. 15,000 international
students3 from around the world, creating a truly
international learning environment. In an increasingly
globalised world, this exposure to different views,
cultures and experiences is profoundly important for
students’ development.
We also encourage schools to participate in international
exchange programmes to leverage unique opportunities
for students and faculty to expand their horizons, learn
skills from other leading universities and Galileo schools
and benefit from a more globally orientated education.
This enriching experience can also help distinguish
students in a competitive job market.

3

For example, each year 550 of the 3,300 full time
students and many professors at the Paris School of
Business embark on an international experience at one
of 170 partner universities in 47 different countries.
Most bachelor students at Macromedia University
spend a semester abroad at one of the exclusive partner
universities worldwide to gain international experience
that complements their studies. For example, business
students can learn critical techniques to improve their
presentation skills at the world renowned Cours Florent
acting school in France.

Many people know that one of
the best ways to get a job in
IT security is to go via Noroff
and take a year abroad. Once
you return, you stand out in
the Norwegian job market and
everyone wants you.
Network & IT Security Bachelor Student

International students are defined as those students who come
from outside the country in which the school campus is location
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IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH INDUSTRY
Ensuring the employability of our students is our primary
objective. Our courses, industry partnerships and extracurricular
opportunities cultivate critical technical and soft skills, and
provide hands on experiences and networks that prepare
students to succeed in a competitive job market.
Graduates also enjoy access to a vast network of alumni
that supports internship programmes and job placement,
enhancing career prospects and advancement.
Schools capitalise on advanced market insight to
continue to innovate and bring industry relevance of
their programmes by keeping pace with employers’
needs and sector trends. For instance, Noroff school in
Norway codevelops courses with industry stakeholders
to ensure they are aligned with industry needs;
consequently more than 50% of the most in-demand
skills4 are taught by Noroff from mobile application
development to video production.

4

Students gain significant hands-on experience as part
of their studies, through embarking on practical projects
or mandatory internships. Our schools have cultivated
long-lasting relationship with a high-calibre network of
industry leaders and partners, ensuring students have
exposure to cutting-edge thinking and best practice and
a prepared to enter the business world with confidence.

International students are defined as those students who come
from outside the country in which the school campus is location
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Case Study

LEARNING BY DESIGNING
AT DOMUS ACADEMY

Founded in Milan in 1982, Domus Academy
is one of the first post-graduate design
schools in Italy. With 12 Master’s programs,
its international perspective and unique
‘learning by designing’ approach, it stands out
as a benchmark in education, while exploring
innovation and shaping the future of design
transformation. It is a place where students
can discover new realities, boost their careers,
and invent professional trajectories aligned
with tomorrow’s market demands.

Thanks to its proximity to the professional
design world, Domus Academy has developed
an extensive network of connections
and relationships with many of the most
prestigious companies and studios such as
BVLGARI, Cisco Elica , Kickstarter, Moncler ,
Procter & Gamble, Salvatore Ferragamo, The
Coca Cola Company, Timberland, Versace,
Vogue, Wired and YOOX to name but a few.
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Innovative teaching methodologies and tools
offer students an immersive and engaging
experience. Academic modules are introduced
by an inspiring series of Design Talks with
internationally acknowledged thought
leaders. Courses and workshops, through
a combination of lectures, exercises and
tutorials, offer each student the opportunity to
customise the content of their masters
to transform their career and achieve their
aspirations.

Each student is helped to identify their best
employment opportunities through dedicated
career coaching, including specific courses
on personal branding. Students have the
opportunity to practice the skills acquired
in Domus Academy by choosing the most
suitable career path among a range of very
specific professional experiences: an internship
within a relevant national or international
company; a field learning experience as a
consultant for a company or an entrepreneur
experience to gain business and managerial
skills useful to create their own start-up.
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HOLISTIC VIEW AND PURPOSE
We believe it is important that our students graduate with the
awareness and holistic thinking needed to succeed in a world
that is under increasing pressure to sustain economic growth
while ensuring social prosperity and the health of our planet.
From addressing climate change and biodiversity loss,
through eliminating waste and minimising pollution
to ensuring access to basic needs to all, bridging the
socio-economic divide and achieving a truly inclusive
global society - we bring relevant global challenges and
megatrends to our digital and on-campus classrooms,
and extracurricular activities. Since 2015, sustainability
and circular thinking have been fully embedded
in Fashion Business BA degree, offered by Istituto
Marangoni at its London campus. The course covers
design strategies and access to innovative materials,
sourcing and production techniques, and green
marketing and distribution.
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Sustainability mindset

Digital inclusion

Istituto Marangoni also partners with renowned brands
such as Stella McCartney, Celine and Jacquemus to
provide students with the practical experience of
re-thinking materials and waste from idea creation,
through design to placement of fashion collections.
Students form LISAA schools in France have won several
prizes for projects in sustainable design and urbanism
including three Syctom Zéro Déchet prizes in 2020. The
Soft Skills Academy is a personal development initiative
run by ISM Group in Senegal which enables students
to get a better understanding and awareness of global
issues and their implications locally, from the need to
rethink lifestyles in the face of resource challenges and
climate change, to the importance of respecting others
beliefs and cultures and the qualities that make a
good leader.

The various digital and marketing courses offered by
our schools explore important topics such as digital
inclusion and the ethical dilemmas of personal data
privacy. Digital Campus is a leading school in the
field of digital technology. Its ‘Responsible Digital’
initiative, created in 2018, seeks to engage students,
stakeholders, businesses and the general public on the
impact of digital technology on society and how it can
be harnessed for good. The initiative has a holistic focus
which informs the teaching, special projects and events
to inspire the next generation. In February 2020, the
Lyon campus hosted a series of lectures on responsible
technology engaging future designers, developers
and technology professionals on important topics. For
example, students learnt about issues surrounding job
loss and automation, data and privacy, digital health and
the dangers of hyper-connections, and the need for a
responsible, accessible and meaningful user design.
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FOSTERING ENTREPRENEURIAL THINKING
AT MACROMEDIA UNIVERSITY

With seven locations, more than 3,500
students from over 80 countries, and
100 professors, Macromedia University is
Germany’s leading graduate and postgraduate
school for media, communication, design
and management. With its focus on helping
its graduates find employment quickly,
Macromedia’s approach is grounded in both
theory and practice. From the beginning of
their studies students engage in practical
projects with renowned companies such as
Adobe, Microsoft and Sky, and embark on
six-month internships, developing crucial
management skills to shape the digital future.

All bachelor’s and master’s programmes
offered by the university integrate modules
that foster entrepreneurial thinking. This
has been recognised in June 2020 by
U-Multirank, the largest international ranking
of higher education institutions. With 56
company founders amid 1,000 graduates,
Macromedia University ranks second in
Germany overall and first among the
German Universities of Applied Sciences on
this metric.
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Sustainability is embedded as a relevant
dimension of corporate success and
students are encouraged to engage with
critical environmental and social challenges.
This mindset, and the ideas and concepts
developed by aspiring entrepreneurs, are
further encouraged through the annual
Macromedia Start-up Contest. Open to
current students and alumni, finalists are
invited to pitch their concepts and business
plans to a live audience and panel of judges
consisting of founders, investors and
experts from the start-up scene. Winners in
categories such as ‘Best Business Plan’ and
‘Best Social Enterprise’ receive funding and
support to bring their concept to market.

One of the highlights of the 2020 contest
was the creation of sustainable fashion
label re.fashion. Developed by students in
collaboration with the international fashion
company OSKA, re.fashion tackles the issue
of textile waste by upcycling unsold OSKA
stock and surplus fabric into new garments.
1,400 upcycled items have already been
produced and are being sold in pop-up stores
throughout Europe. The students developed
the concept, brand identity, corporate design
and distribution channels, and are supporting
the realisation of pop-up stores in Maastricht,
Amsterdam, Munich, Berlin and Vienna.
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The forces shaping our future

WELLBEING AND
MENTAL HEALTH
The World Economic Forum and the Harvard School
of Public Health estimate that global cost of mental
health conditions will increase to $6 trillion by 2030,
surpassing that of cancer, diabetes and respiratory
diseases combined. Stigma and discrimination are the
two factors that most often limit access of people with
mental health conditions to diagnosis, treatment, and
support services.
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As billions of people around the world are going through
prolonged periods of stress, worry and social distancing
associated with the Covid-19 pandemic, there are
heightened concerns around the impacts on people’s
mental health and overall wellbeing. In these challenging
times, institutions are facing a unique opportunity to
fundamentally change attitudes towards mental health
issues and offer support to those they have a duty of
care for and rely on.

In the broader context
of duty of care, there
is a growing need for
adopting a holistic
approach to wellbeing,
where all three aspects
- physical, mental, and
social - are considered.
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ENCOURAGING WELLBEING
ON AND OFF CAMPUS
We take a holistic approach to the wellbeing of our students
and colleagues. Each school operates a health and safety
charter and relevant programmes to address potential risks and
influence positive behavioural changes tailored to its specific
circumstances and the needs of students and colleagues.
SOME EXAMPLES OF HOW SCHOOLS PROVIDE A SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT THAT CATERS TO STUDENTS’ SOCIAL, PHYSICAL, AND MENTAL HEALTH NEEDS.
Fostering a sense of community
Schools organise a range of social events to encourage
students to socialise and strengthen their sense of
community. Volunteering and community engagements
are also a strong focus. For example, in the past year at
Groupe ESG’s Aix campus 3,000 students participated
in a 10km fundraising run to raise money for cancer
victims. Students also participated in the 4L Trophy,
a yearly humanitarian rally across the Moroccan
desert founded by the school with the aim to deliver
computer equipment to schools in Morocco in Renault
4 cars. Students at ISM Group, Senegal benefit from
numerous student clubs that promote social cohesion
and the development of soft skills, including theatre,
photography, choir and community and humanitarian
engagement.
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Promoting mental health
Mental health is increasingly recognised as an important,
and too often overlooked, area that demands higher
education institutions’ attention. We know that
becoming a student can be a stressful experience for
some and can lead to mental health problems that
affect their wellbeing and ability to complete their
education. That is why our schools provide support to
students and colleagues to enable them to deal with
challenges in their lives and to keep them on track
to succeed in their studies or careers. This includes
access to confidential support lines and counselling.
For example, Istituto Marangoni has partnered with
the medical centre UmanaMente to offer all its fashion
students a complementary counselling session with
psychotherapists in Italian, English, French or Spanish.

Encouraging an active, healthy lifestyle
Physical health is also promoted on campus. For
instance, ISM Group in Senegal runs educational
awareness programmes including HIV prevention and
smoking cessation campaigns and Groupe ESG runs
campaigns around smoking cessation, organic cooking
and first aid at its campuses in France. Students
are also encouraged to lead a more active lifestyle,
whether through participating in sporting events and
competitions, or cycling or walking to campus.
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WELLBEING AT IEU, MEXICO

Founded in 1976, Universidad IEU has
its main campus in the the city of Puebla,
Mexico. The university offers bachelor’s,
master’s and doctor’s degrees and courses
in a wide range of subjects including
accounting, tax law, marketing, gastronomy
and hospitality. More than half of enrolled
students attend online or blended
programmes, with the university’s online
education platform being one of the
largest in Mexico.

The Student Life department at IEU plays
a key role in enhancing the development
of students. The team organises regular
events that encourage students to socialise
and form social ties, while also engaging
students on themes important for their
holistic development. This begins with the
IEU integration day and continues with other
events throughout the year including soccer
tournaments, dance classes, Halloween
costume and Day of the dead contests and
Christmas parties.
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Each year, during Health Week students hear
from experts on a range of topics including
sexual health and rights, stress management
and cyber bullying, and are encouraged to
participate in workshops and sporting events.
Year round, IEU campuses have dedicated
guidance areas for students where they
can learn about and access counselling on
different psychological matters from academic
and vocational, to personal, emotional or
health nature. Between January and April
2020, 211 students benefited from such
counselling support.

The university is also investing in the
emotional wellbeing of its staff and has
appointed a new HR manager to drive
progress in this area. Improvements include
training and support through Galileo’s HR
platform, daily ‘coffee with HR’ opportunities
and health activities. The university is
further strengthening its mental health
support for staff and students and have
moved its mental health support online, via
webinars for students and staff. With up
to 60% of students enrolled in online-only
courses the school has plans to roll out
more comprehensive mental health support
including access to psychologists in the
second half of 2020.
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In focus

OUR RESPONSE TO THE
COVID-19 PANDEMIC
The Covid-19 pandemic has, in all respects, profoundly
impacted on Galileo’s students, colleagues, faculty,
schools and communities, and has brought the
importance of health, safety and wellbeing to the fore.
We have been incredibly humbled by the dedication
of our colleagues and faculty to ensure the safe
continuation of academic activities online and that
students have as little interruption as possible and
remain engaged and well informed. In a matter of weeks,
we were able to transition the majority of courses
online, and as of April 2020, we had more than 100,000
students throughout the world, continuing their studies
in an online setting.
Hardly any organisation has been fully prepared for a
global crisis of this magnitude; but we knew from the
outset of the pandemic that we must adapt quickly,
learn from our mistakes, and continue delivering on our
mission. To keep teaching and training remotely we have
established a permanent crisis unit with seven dedicated
teams to ensure: health monitoring of students and
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colleagues, educational continuity, communication with
students and colleagues, IT and digital functioning and
basic operations. More than 4,500 colleagues have been
mobilised to preserve the health and safety of all.
Once the courses resumed online, we focused on
using creative ways to stay connected with students
and colleagues virtually, through talks, webinars,
and activities that encourage them to reflect on
how the experience of social distancing is impacting
them and where they can get help. A series of
#HomeEducationChallenge videos has been produced
on Galileo’s social media channels showcasing students
and faculty sharing their experiences with social
distancing and remote studies. The impact of Covid-19
has also amplified the need for our schools to ensure
students and colleagues have the necessary support to
deal with potential mental health issues. For example,
in France we produced a series of live webinars with
Marc-François Mignot Mahon, President and CEO of
Galileo and the renowned psychiatrist Richard Uhl for

the benefit of the entire Galileo community.
More than a 1,000 people tuned into the free webinar
series which was designed to help participants reflect
on and process their experience of the pandemic
and overcome any fears and anxieties they may be
suffering from. In another example, Domus Academy
has launched an online counselling service to offer
students a space to discuss difficulties they are tackling
during social distancing. We have learned a lot from the
experience of delivering remote mental health support
and are committed to retain it as a standard service to
the growing number of online learners who choose
our courses.
Individual schools and students have been rolling
out their own initiatives in response to the crisis. For
example, students from Macromedia University in
Germany have been safely collecting and donating
IT equipment to families, who do not have the means
to ensure that their children can access online classes
from home.
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FOSTERING INCLUSION
At Galileo we understand the importance and benefits
of embracing the diversity we encounter in our offices,
campuses and digital environments.
Our aim is to nurture a truly inclusive culture, and
creative an environment in which everyone can develop
their potential. We have a zero-tolerance approach to
any form of discrimination based on differences such
as gender, sex, culture, ethnicity, religion or sexual
orientation. This applies to everyone: teachers, faculty,
colleagues, students and our partners.
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In line with our unique approach to nurturing
individuality across our platform, our schools have
implemented their own policies and programmes
to promote inclusion. This ensures that schools can
comply with relevant legal requirements, respect local
social norms and traditions and address the needs of
local communities. From formal policies and diversity
charters to educational campaigns and events through
volunteering opportunities, the following are just a few
examples of how schools are celebrating and promoting
inclusion, on campus and in their communities.
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GROUPE ESG - CHANGING ATTITUDES
TOWARDS PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

Jessica Hunkar
Master in HR, Diversity &
Disability Management graduate
Founded in 1974, Groupe ESG has campuses
in 11 locations in France including Paris,
Aix en Provence, Bordeaux and Montpellier.
It offers programmes in business studies at
undergraduate, graduate, post-graduate and
executive education level with key verticals
including: Finance, Marketing, Business
Administration, HR, Commerce, Sport
Management.

The inclusion of people with disabilities
is a priority at Groupe ESG. Its HR school
runs a masters course dedicated to the
Management of Diversity and Disability
which equips students with the knowledge
and competencies necessary to address
discrimination and implement a successful
diversity programme.
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The school has invested in pragmatic
solutions to support students with disabilities
including access to a disability advisor who
assesses student needs and helps provide
additional resources they might need to help
with their studies.
This is also reflected in the running and
operations of the school. Several campuses
have hired dedicated CSR , diversity and
disability leads and are expanding the share
of disabled suppliers and vendors in its supply
chain, including as cleaners (at Rennes and
Tours) and gardeners (at Aix en Provence).

Through ‘Mission Disability’ which is
a programme that supports people
with disabilities to get access to
jobs that promote diversity in the
workplace, I learned how to ensure
long-term job security for people
with disability, how to collaborate
with relevant agencies, the
importance of internal and external
communication and how to recruit
people with disabilities.
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DIGITAL INCLUSION
AT THE DIGITAL CAMPUS

Founded in 2012, Digital Campus has fast
become one of France’s leading schools.
Offering bachelor’s and master’s degrees
as well as executive education courses for
senior-level managers, its courses include
Web Project Management, Video and Motion
Design, Web Development, Marketing and
Brand Content and User Experience (UX)
Design.

Students get hands-on experience thanks to
participation in large scale projects organised
with over 3,000 partner companies including
IBM, Orange and SNCF, among others. Digital
inclusion has been an ongoing focus area for
Digital Campus schools.
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In October, the Toulouse campus held a
‘Digital Day for All’ event which engaged
more than 1,000 people in a series of talks
and workshops. Topics centred on making
technology more inclusive for underserved
groups, such as those with disabilities, from
disadvantaged backgrounds or the elderly,
and the practical, digital tools needed to make
businesses and societies more inclusive.

Students at the Lyon and Toulouse campuses,
in conjunction with l’Institut Supérieur des
Arts Appliqués (LISAA), also work directly
with elderly members of their communities to
teach them digital skills through partnerships
with Lyon-based social enterprise
papimamiedigital and local authorities.
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PROMOTING INCLUSIVE SOCIETIES
AT ISM GROUP, SENEGAL

The ISM Group is a pioneering education
group targeting the French speaking market
in Senegal. Within a few years since its
inception, it has become a leader in higher
education in West and Central Africa.
Based in Dakar, it also has campuses in 10
other cities in Senegal. The group currently
offers bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
Management, Law, Engineering, Digital,
Political Science and International Relations.
Since 2018, it has hosted a Digital Campus at
its Dakar campus in order to expand its digital
offering and to develop double degrees with
IESA Arts & Culture, the international school
of arts and culture.

The Soft Skills Academy, now in its 5th year,
is a personal development initiative run by
ISM Group to equip students with the soft
skills and outlook needed to thrive in their
professional and personal lives. In particular,
the course promotes values of humility, the
importance of dialogue and consultation and
of respecting differences. The theme for the
2019/2020 academic year, ‘living together’
was centred to promote the importance of
mutual respect, acceptance of others’ beliefs
and cultures, responsible leadership and
the need to prioritise the wellbeing of the
community.
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The curriculum was organised around four
thematic months centred on the environment,
sports, creativity and humanitarianism during
which students participate in a range of
activities from meetings, screenings, debates
and workshops. For example, students learn
about team spirit as part of Sports month,
celebrate African culture during Culture
month and work and volunteer with external
partners including Médecins Sans Frontières,
CSR Senegal and Young Environmental
Volunteers as part of the Humanitarian and
Environment months.

An estimated 1,500 students in their first and
second year of studies participated as part of
their course, with an additional 300 students
also engaging in the activities.
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The forces shaping our future

CLIMATE CHANGE
The science is clear - climate change is one of the
most significant threats that humanity is facing. As
demonstrated in the latest special report by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the planet
is warming, largely due to greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from human activities, at such a rate that if no
urgent and cohesive mitigation action is implemented
globally, we risk witnessing irreversible damage to the
very ecosystems that support life as we know it.

Climate change is a global crisis with many and diverse
material risks to businesses and their value chains.
According to the United Nations, delays in tackling
this issue could cost the global economy nearly $1.2
trillion over the next 15 years. That very crisis also
presents significant opportunities for developing new
technologies, designing new products and services, and
reimagining whole parts of the economy and society.
Opportunities that would require rapid scientific and
technological advancement and people with the skillset,
ingenuity, and forward-thinking to make them happen.

Delays in tackling this
issue could cost the
global economy nearly
$1.2 trillion over the
next 15 years.
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TOWARDS A
LOW-CARBON CAMPUS
At Galileo, we firmly believe that we all carry shared
responsibility to deliver a net zero carbon economy by 2050
to curb the adverse effects of climate change and ensure
social prosperity and economic progress.
We rely on energy to power 85 campuses in 13
countries; and keep our digital platforms running. We
have ambitious growth plans and recognise that our
future success, and indeed that of our students, could
be impeded if we do not minimise our dependency on
and use of fossil fuels.
In their efforts to improve our energy efficiency, each of
our schools determines their specific areas of focus and
allocation of resources depending on their operational
circumstances. Initiatives focus on behavioural
interventions and awareness raising, and the installation
of modern and highly efficient technologies, such as
LED lighting and screens, and motion sensors. Where
commercially feasible, schools actively consider the
procurement or generation of renewable energy
(see case study on following page).
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Greener commuting is another area of focus where our
schools aim to make it more convenient and accessible
for faculty, colleagues, and students to switch to more
sustainable modes of transport. Our urban campuses
regularly run promotional campaigns and make
supportive changes to their premises, such as installing
bicycle racks and providing storage and changing
facilities for those who prefer cycling. For example, the
Groupe ESG campus in Toulouse, France conducted
a feasibility study for the installation of “Vélib” bicycle
sharing stations and a charging station for electric
scooters, with plans due to be finalised in the second
half of 2020.
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EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY CYPRUS
IS TAKING AN ENERGY LEAP FORWARD

European University Cyprus (EUC) is a
leading academic and research institution
providing thousands of students each year
with an innovative, student-centric learning
experience across five schools – Medicine;
Sciences, Law, Business Administration,
Humanities, Social & Education Sciences –
and through the EUC Distance Education Unit
(DEU). The EUC has grown steadily over the
past 60 years and now boasts a 96% graduate
satisfaction rate, 18,000 total alumni, and
two Nobel Prize Winners as Professors in the
School of Medicine.

The school is operated by over 700 staff,
hosts over 75 nationalities on campus,
and has 247 Erasmus+ agreements in EU
countries, making it a diverse and inclusive
student body. Sustainability has been a key
focus for EUC since 2015 reflecting the
set direction by EU policy and the growing
concerns of its student around global warming
and impacts on the planet and human life.
As a result, the university began the
installation of 4 solar PV parks on rooftops
to reduce reliance on fossil fuels and save
on energy costs.
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Between 2015 and December 2019, 205 kW
of generating capacity was installed, which
now covers almost a quarter of the EUC’s
total energy needs or 335 gWh per year. The
reduction is a significant achievement for the
university and testimony to its commitment
to reduce its impact on climate change and
serve as a role model for other educators. As
a result of the project, 227 tonnes of GHG
emissions and roughly 93 tonnes of fossil
fuels will be saved annually, equivalent to the
impact generated by c. 550 average cars in
Cyprus or the total fleet owned by the EUC’s
faculty and colleagues.

The project also brought significant cost
savings, clearly demonstrating that financial
and environmental sustainability can be
delivered together in an impactful way and
at scale.
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DOING MORE WITH LESS
Educational institutions bring people together for many hours of
the day, sharing all aspects of life and learning. As a result, our
schools – and the communities of people that inhabit them –
use significant resources and generate large volumes of waste.
We have listened to the voices of our students,
colleagues and faculty together calling for all of us to
operate more efficiently, to eliminate waste wherever
we can, and to ensure we manage it in the most
environmentally-friendly way we can.
Resource use and waste management is therefore a
material impact for Galileo and a key focus not only in
the way we run our campuses but also in the education
we provide to students as part of curricula and industry
projects. We believe it makes business sense as our
campuses and offices can optimise their costs; and it
benefits the planet too.
With tens of thousands of students, colleagues and
professors on our campuses daily, our schools have
the responsibility to create an environment in which
resources are used efficiently - embedding circular
principles, preserving the value of materials and
avoiding waste and pollution.
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All schools have longstanding policies and processes in
place, which are regularly updated to incorporate best
practice in aiding effective separation and recycling
on campus. Schools also run regular educational
campaigns for students and colleagues on the benefits
of separating materials and recycling and how to do it.
Topics of particular interest and concern to our students
include minimising unnecessary use of plastics and
packaging, food waste and pollution caused by
cigarette ends.
With awareness of plastic pollution at an all-time high,
at Galileo we are committed to eliminate all unnecessary
single-use plastics. IEU University in Mexico and Istituto
Marangoni have already removed plastic cups from their
campuses, with all other schools expecting to complete
the process in 2020. Our schools have effective
channels to engage with and receive ongoing feedback
from students on topics of interest and concern. Schools
carefully review those and introduce relevant changes
as required.

As a leading higher education group, our schools seek
to utilise the latest technologies and IT equipment to
enhance the learning experience of our students. While
upgrades often bring energy efficiency benefits, these
may come at the cost of equipment being replaced
before the end of its useful life. All schools in the EU
strictly follow the EU Waste Electrical & Electronic
Equipment Directive for safe and environmentally-sound
disposal of equipment. In some cases, especially when
computers and laptops are still in good condition, we
may also decide to donate them to those in need.
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stainless steel, plastic, glass, aluminium.
In IM meeting rooms we adopt branded
bot tles and glass.

ISTITUTO MARANGONI
GOING GREEN
Large International companies have already
chosen 24Bottles as partners to help them
achieving sustainability goals with a creative
twist. IM whole community including staff
and tutor worldwide is approx. 5500 people >
5000 black bottles have been produced for
IM students, while ca. 500 coloured for
employees.
For more than 80 years, Istituto Marangoni
(IM) has been among the top schools globally
in the field of fashion and design. Teaching
some 4,000 students per year from more than
100 countries, the school offers an incredibly
international learning environment and a
wide range of courses. Over the last years,
the world-renowned university has rapidly
expanded to achieve a truly global presence
with campuses in Milan, Florence, Paris,
London, Mumbai, Shanghai, Shenzhen
and Miami.

Istituto Marangoni is widely recognised
in the fields of fashion and design for its
trend-setting approach and is committed to
equip its students with the skills, knowledge
and attitudes needed to develop the
solutions to some of the greatest social and
environmental challenges associated with
these fields. But we
6 also recognise
21/06/2020that our
responsibility extends to the way we operate
and the environments we provide to our
students. That is why in 2019, IM embarked
on a journey to develop a holistic vision
and university-wide objectives to minimise
its environmental impacts right across its
campuses - resulting in the IM Green Plan.
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The Plan captures what the school does best
- rethinking and reimaging how resources
are used on campus with a creative twist.
The delivery of the Plan introduced some
fundamental behavioural changes through
tweaks in the layout of campuses and
awareness raising focusing on:
01 Bring your own mug and bottle
02 Think before you print
03 Turn off the lights
04 Unplug your power cords
05 Power down computers
06 Recycle waste

Milano

Staying hydrated and taking in a cup of coffee
or tea is necessary but need not create huge
piles of plastic waste. As part of the Green
Plan, IM provided the entire community of
5,500 colleagues, faculty and students with
branded stainless steel bottles, introduced
refillable glass water bottles in meeting rooms
across all&campuses,
privileged
confidentialand replaced single
use plastic cups in cafeterias and common
areas with ceramic and paper. Lastly, to
optimise the use of energy, the school began
a programme of installing LED lighting on its
campuses, where the technology was not yet
in place.

07 Commute sustainably
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For further information or
feedback, send us an email at
esg@ggeedu.com

Galileo Global Education
41 rue Saint-Sébastien
75011 Paris
France

ggeedu.com
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